SecurePIM Government Cloud

Mobile Security.
Simple. Secure.
Reliable protection for sensitive data

Robust App for Secure Mobile Productivity

Benefits for Employees:

SecurePIM enables government employees to easily
and securely access critical data, such as email,
contacts, calendars, notes, tasks, documents, intranet
and internet pages using their iOS and Android™
smartphones or tablet. The intuitive user interface and
automated security eliminates the need for training.
Employees can begin using SecurePIM immediately.

++ Secure access to sensitive data using
smartphones and tablets
++ Intuitive and easy to use
++ All functionalities in one app
++ End-to-end encrypted email and
messaging
++ Document editing while online and offline
++ Use of mobile devices for personal data
without restrictions

Easy Configuration and Deployment
With the SecurePIM Management Portal administrators
can, for example, define password strength or dataleakage prevention measures by denying copy-paste
inside the SecurePIM app and remote wipe corporate
data inside the SecurePIM Container. Deployment of
SecurePIM is also easy. Employees simply download
the app from the Apple® App Store or Google Play™
and login using their credentials. To make deployment
even simpler, there is no need to install a Mobile Device
Management (MDM) system.

New: SecurePIM Messenger

NEW!

With the messenger module in SecurePIM your
employees can finally communicate securely and in
compliance with GDPR. Instantl send images, locations
and voice messages in group chats or one-to-one.
Thanks to the full integration into the SecurePIM
Container, information stays where it should be - in
your hands. And WhatsApp stays private. Messenger for
SecurePIM is an optional feature at additional cost.

Benefits for Administrators:
++ Total control of government data without
affecting the privacy of employees
++ Easy configuration, deployment, and
integration into existing infrastructure
++ SecurePIM Management Portal available in
the Cloud
Benefits for Security and Compliance:
++ State-of-the art encryption for data at rest
and in transit
++ Strict separation of government and
personal data via SecurePIM Container
technology
++ Functionality for COPE and BYOD
scenarios with SecurePIM Container
++ Mobile security in compliance with the
EU-GDPR
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Controlled Access to Sensitive Data

Compatibility:

Administrators can also define mobile user access privileges
using the SecurePIM Management Portal and SecurePIM
Gateway. The SecurePIM Gateway secures the access to
the internal infrastructure and ensures that users can only
access the ressources that are assigned to them (without VPN
infrastructure and VPN profiles on mobile devices).

++ Available on iOS and Android devices
++ Microsoft® Exchange and IBM® Domino
support using ActiveSync
++ Access to files using WebDAV
++ User sync with Active Directory or LDAP

Security for Personal or Government Devices
The SecurePIM Container technology enables a data-centric
approach to sensitive data security. Instead of managing an
entire device, you secure and control only its public sector
data, regardless if it is on a personal or government-issued
device.

Powerful Solution for Secure Mobility
SecurePIM Government for Local Authorities offers a simple
yet very powerful and secure alternative to Mobile Device
Management. It is easy to install and deploy and fits into any
existing infrastructure.

Built-in Secure Email
Within SecurePIM, all data and communication is encrypted.
Employees can send and receive S/MIME encrypted emails
and sender verification is provided with a unique S/MIME
signature.

About Virtual Solution AG

Security and Compliance:
++ Hybrid encryption with RSA-4096 and AES-256
++ Communication via TLS
++ Full S/MIME and IBM Notes encryption
SecurePIM App Modules:
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

Email
Contacts
Calendar
Notes (Exchange only)
Tasks (Exchange only)
Documents (edit and store files securely)
Browser (secure access to intranet and web)
Secure Camera
Messenger (optional feature at additonal cost;
only available for Android)

Virtual Solution’s primary goal is to unify security and
usability for today’s mobile working world. Since 1996, we
have been developing security solutions that support the
needs of an increasingly digital and mobile society.
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